2016-01-11 – Minutes: lncRNA coordinating meeting at PAG, San Diego

Present (incomplete):
Lel Eory (LE); Dave Burt (DB); Jane Loveland (JL); Jen Harrow (JH); Zhihua Jiang (ZJ); Richard Kuo (RK); James Koltes (JK); Sandrine Lagarrigue (SL); Sylvain Foissac (SF); Frederique Pitel (FP); Kyle Schachtschneider (KS); Martien Groenen (MG); Hendrik-Jan Megens (HJM); Thibaut Hourlier (TH); Eveline Ibeagha-Awemu (EI); Stefan E Seemann (SES); Jan Gorodkin (JG)
Present by skype: Sarah Djebali (SD); Ole Madsen (OM); Christa Kuehn (CK)

1) Background and scope
JG provided a background status for current activities. Work has in previous hackathon been carried out in Copenhagen and Hinxton. To ensure focus and keep the work specific, the work has concentrated on annotating Pig chromosomeX for known and de novo lncRNAs taking synteny regions into account. 

2) The preliminary efforts on identifying these conserved porcine lncRNAs
Because the X chromosome is currently the best assembled and annotated chromosome (http://genome.cshlp.org/content/26/1/130.abstract?etoc ), it was decided that the evaluation of the lncRNA pipelines would concentrate on this chromosome. We had some discussion about the new PacBio assembly from Roslin and what X chromosome assembly (PacBio or the new one published in GR) would be used in the new build.

The efforts on analysis included
	RNAseq + CAGE in pig
	Pipeline: STAR-> cufflinks->FEELnc to analyze sequencing data; pairwise + multiple UCSC alignments to investigate in synteny in different species

For the FEELnc manuscript is being wrapped up. The RNAnnotator pipeline by (Christian Anthon) for annotating known ncRNAs and structured has not yet been published either.

3) Further work on lncRNAs in farm and other animals
Currently, the overview of the activities is tracked by a google docs, and the annotation and data stored at the RTH server in Copenhagen. Future organization of the project might require google docs replaced by subfolders in the confluence pages, github for pipelines. 

Importantly, everything should come with release/version numbers ranging from the annotation to tools and pipelines used

Since the pipeline are general, they are also applicable to other animals and could be used in parallel with the first round of efforts to annotate pig. For now everything that can support annotation in pig, e.g. lncRNAs predicted from single sequence that support transcripts comparatively would be useful. Special interest in Bovine and chicken lncRNAs was expressed.

4)-5) Methodologies, read mapping etc and their alignment to the FAANG Bioinformatics and data analysis group efforts - Alignment to the annotation efforts with FAANG
Synergy both method-wise and annotation wise information should flow both ways. This should be feasible when efforts on versioning of data and pipelines are introduced. It was discussed to introduce small reference datasets to test new methods before their usage on big data, but it was not decided who would provide them. Some concerns were raised in that every method has specific target set and generalized reference dataset may exclude relevant data /methods. There are different levels of difficulties for reference gene set, for example in relation to splice variants. SD described how she used transcript reconstruction with annotations of different completeness degree and how she checked if expressed annotated transcripts were found. ZJ mentioned that he is working in methods to detect 3’ UTRs.

6) Organizing hackathon series
A couple of hackathons have already taken place (Copenhagen and Hinxton). People participating in hackathons all had focus on specific tasks and share / discuss them (e.g. presentation) with the others. All these tasks defined as components in the joint annotation efforts. Some people expressed concerns for lack of funding to these hackathons and it was discussed in Alan Archibald’s COST action, when initiated might provide support. For now the host provides meals etc and participants pay for their own travel and accommodation.

Future planned hackathons:
	Copenhagen Feb: 25th (9am) to 26th (noon, followed by lunch)
	Barcelona: Suggested April 7-8, in relation to the NGS conference (April4-6) organized by Jen Harrow and Cedric Notredame (https://www.iscb.org/ngs2016" https://www.iscb.org/ngs2016) 
	Wageningen: Suggested mid June.


7) Other things
It was suggested to use same samples for all experiments → FAANG consortium has to decide about that. Future communication will be inside this group by using faang-analysis-rna@animalgenome.org.


